
Wonder BP2 – Synthesizing Information 
Synthesizing information involves putting pieces together. In this part of your research, you will be combining ideas from multiple sources to gain a better understanding of 
your wonder question.  

 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5 

Summary 
• What big ideas were 

presented in this 
source? 

• What did you learn by 
reading this post? 

   

Synthesis 
• When these sources are 

considered collectively, 
what have you learned 
about your topic? 

• What big “pieces” have 
you put together of your 
wonder puzzle? 

o Reflect/describe 
how you have 
made these 
connections 

• What major themes are 
emerging within your 
question? 

 


	Source 3 Summary: : A common place where UVC light can be used is in a cryostat, a cryostat is a device with a low temperature where you can sample organisms. In the cryostat, the UVC light has a special coating that can protect the user by reducing exposure to airborne and surface pathogens. When working in a cryostat, operators can be exposed to dangerous and infectious pathogens, such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, HBV, HCV, and HIV. To include extra protection along with the use of gloves, masks, and goggles, you can use UVC disinfection. UVC light can disinfect surfaces and the air within the chamber without generating condensation, toxic fumes, residues or contaminated liquid waste. UVC light can be performed at any time without warming or defrosting. 
	Source 4 Summary: UVC light can be in hospitals as well, in Muskogee Community Hospital, they have installed an innovative infection control measure. For instances, the UVC device was installed in the air handling units and in custom-designed, ceiling-mounted units in the surgical and procedural rooms. The devices were used to eradicate airborne viruses/bacteria as well as surfacebiofilm/mold and pathogens. In addition, it helps improve air quality and help reduce hospital common infections. UVC in MCH (Muskogee Community Hospital) is also providing a very environmentally friendly way to prevent cost. Installing UVC Emitters in the heat pump units serving in the patient rooms benefits by having a low cost in both maintenance and energy consumption. This is because the UVC continuously cleans the coil and drain pan surfaces of biofilm buildup in the heat pumps. It concludes by reducing the cost of manual cleaning and keeping the units a new condition so they run more efficiently. 
	Source 5 Summary: Is UVC light harmful to humans? No, using the correct wavelength of the UVC light (207-222nm). It kills the bacteria but will not damage the human skin or eye, it can't even penetrate through the dead skin level on the surface of your skin. This is because bacteria and viruses are of a micrometer or smaller dimensions, far-UVC can penetrate and inactivate them. It can inactivate H1N1 Influenza by 95 %.  Being said, it could be considered in public locations such as hospitals, doctors offices, schools, airports, and airplanes, since we now know it isn't harmful to humans. This path may help limit seasonal influenza epidemics, transmission of tuberculosis, and also major pandemics.  
	Synthesis: When these 3 sources are considered collectively, it makes a larger and more fluent understanding of my Wonder Question. Such as, I've learned that there are many different and useful places you can place a UVC light. And from these sources I've gathered that UVC light are super effective for killing viruses and bacteria. I also learned about a variety of deadly diseases that UVC light are capable of eliminating. However, even though the UVC light is powerful enough to kill these awful diseases, I learned that it does not harm the human skin nor the eye. Not only UVC light is efficient on killing diseases  but it can also reduce expenses and is environmentally friendly. Which makes me come to an understanding from these sources, that UVC light is terrific device and has many pros when using this sanitation method. These sources covers a wide idea for my wonder puzzle, it talks about how it eliminates bacteria, where you can have this machine, how effective it is, what kind of bacteria and disease it kills, why doesn't it harm you, and the efficiency of it. All of these points of information either answers a part of my wonder question, or my sub-questions which pieces my wonder puzzle. When these 3 sources are merged, there is a clear trend of my wonder question. All of these sources is relative to the fact that UVC light does not damage humans and does not state that it damages the skin. This is probably because many people mistaken UVC like to UV, and UV light damages human skin. Even though these 3 sources are different, they talk about multiple aspects of UVC light. Like how they can kill different bacteria effectively and provide strong sanitation to users. Additionally, multiple sources tell that it can be placed in a vast majority of public places that will provide and enhance the sanitation of the certain area. 


